A Review on Experimental Investigation of cutting parameters for HARDOX500 in Hard Turning
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Abstract - In today’s era new materials, which have better properties compare to conventional materials are very important. With arriving of new materials difficulties to machine them is also arrive. The ability to predict and evaluate the machining performance quickly and realistically is extremely valuable. HARDOX500 is one kind of new alloy steel which has hardness around 51 HRC and it has good property of abrasion resistant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Turning

Turning is a machining process in which a cutting tool, typically a non-rotary tool bit, describes a helical tool path by moving more or less linearly while the workpiece rotates. The tool's axes of movement may be literally a straight line, or they may be along some set of curves or angles, but they are essentially linear. The majority of turning operations involve the use of simple single-point cutting tools, with the geometry of a typical right-hand cutting tool. The various angles in a single-point cutting tool have important functions in machining operations. These angles are measured in a coordinate system consisting of the three major axes of the tool shank. Note, however, that these angles may be different, with respect to the workpiece, after the tool is installed in the tool holder.

B. Hard turning

In recent days, hard turning is being often preferred over the grinding operation as it consumes less time, cost, and energy. Advanced cutting inserts like carbide, cermet, ceramic, cubic boron nitride (CBN), polycrystalline cubic boron nitride (PCBN), and polycrystalline diamond (PDC) are suggested for use in hard machining in dry condition for attaining higher productivity.

Machining of workpiece material having hardness up to 45 HRC is known as soft machining. On the other hand, machining of the workpiece having a hardness in between 45 and 70 HRC comes under the category of hard machining. Use of cutting fluids in machining often results in occupational hazards. Hence, it has motivated many researchers to investigate in different machinability aspects under dry conditions. In addition, there is a significant economic benefit as a result of non-usage of coolants. Machining of hard material in a dry environment is often recommended to be done at comparatively higher cutting speed because it results in a higher tool tip temperature, thereby softening the work piece material.

C. HARDOX 500

Hardox steels are ultra-high strength steels with excellent abrasive resistance produced by Swedish company SSAB. The main application fields of these steels are heavy machines in mining or civil engineering industry. Hardox steels are resistant against sliding, impact and squeezing wear. Steels need high hardness and strength to achieve the condition of high wear resistance. Due to very high surface hardness, and therefore to high wear of used tool, the cutting edge made by cemented carbide must be used to mill the Hardox steels. Various Hardox steels with different hardness scales are offered by the producer. Higher hardness scale also means higher wear resistance. Hardox 500 steel is bendable and weldable abrasion resistant steel which is used in applications that demand higher wear resistance. The Hardox 500 steel has tempered martensitic structure without clear grain orders of the previous austenite. It has hardness around 51 HRC.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

N. Satheesh Kumar et al.[14] investigates the effect of process parameters on CNC turning. The parameters namely the spindle speed and feed rate are varied to study their effect on surface roughness. The experiments are conducted using one factor at a time approach. The five different carbon alloy steels used for turning are SAE8620, EN8, EN19, EN24 and EN47. The study reveals that the surface roughness is directly influenced by the spindle speed and feed rate. It is observed that the surface roughness increases with increased feed rate and is higher at lower speeds and vice versa for all feed rates.

D. Manivel et al.[2] employed taguchi method with L18 array for four parameters, where one parameter has 2 level and other three parameters have 3 level. The cutting parameters are optimized in hard turning of ADI using carbide inserts based on...
taguchi method. The cutting speed is the most dominant factor affecting the surface roughness and tool wear. In optimum cutting condition, the confirmation tests are carried out. The optimum cutting condition results are predicted using signal to noise ratio and regression analysis. The predicted and experimental values for surface roughness and tool wear adhere closer to 9.27% and 1.05% of deviations respectively.

Richard geo et al.[16] studied the effect of machining parameters (cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut) on power consumption of the tool during turning of EN-24 alloy steel was studied. Tools considered in this experimental work are HSS and tungsten carbide tool. Comparison of power consumed by the tools was done. Mathematical models for power consumption of the tools were created by using SPSS software from the experimentally measured power readings. The power consumed by both tools is measured by measuring the forces acting on the cutting tool using a lathe tool dynamometer with a digital display for measuring the forces acting on three axes. From the model it was found that cutting speed is the most important factor that influences power consumed by the tool and feed rate has less influence.

I. Hanafi et al.[5] work on optimization of multiple characteristics in CNC turning of reinforced Poly Ether Ether Ketone (PEEK CF30) with TiN coated tools under dry condition. The considered criteria included specific cutting pressure, machining force and cutting power. Three controllable factors of the turning process consisting of cutting speed, depth of cut and feed rate were incorporated.

The three components of turning force (radial force – \(F_p\), cutting force – \(F_c\) and feed force – \(F_a\)) were recorded with a KISTLER piezoelectric dynamometer model 9121 connected to a load amplifier and data acquisition board (Figure 1). They conclude that non-linear relationships are exist between the criteria machining and the cutting conditions and hence justifying the use of RSM based second order mathematical model with reduced number of experiments.

Hamza Bensouilah et al.[4] compare performance of coated and uncoated ceramic tools in their paper Performance of coated and uncoated mixed ceramic tools in hard turning process. The focus is made on the effect of the pre-cited cutting parameters on the evolution of surface roughness and cutting force components during hard turning of AISI D3 cold work tool steel with CC6050 and CC650 ceramic inserts. As a result of experimental trials performed using taguchi OA, it was found that the surface roughness is minimal at higher values of cutting speed and lower feed rate in case of CC650 and CC6050 inserts machining. In general, coated ceramic insert CC6050 has the better performance compared with uncoated ceramic insert CC650, in particular the surface roughness of the workpiece. CC650 uncoated ceramic insert is useful in minimizing the cutting force components. Flank and crater wear of both cutting tools shown in figure 2.

The three components of turning force (radial force – \(F_p\), cutting force – \(F_c\) and feed force – \(F_a\)) were recorded with a KISTLER piezoelectric dynamometer model 9121 connected to a load amplifier and data acquisition board (Figure 1). They conclude that non-linear relationships are exist between the criteria machining and the cutting conditions and hence justifying the use of RSM based second order mathematical model with reduced number of experiments.

Hamza Bensouilah et al.[4] compare performance of coated and uncoated ceramic tools in their paper Performance of coated and uncoated mixed ceramic tools in hard turning process. The focus is made on the effect of the pre-cited cutting parameters on the evolution of surface roughness and cutting force components during hard turning of AISI D3 cold work tool steel with CC6050 and CC650 ceramic inserts. As a result of experimental trials performed using taguchi OA, it was found that the surface roughness is minimal at higher values of cutting speed and lower feed rate in case of CC650 and CC6050 inserts machining. In general, coated ceramic insert CC6050 has the better performance compared with uncoated ceramic insert CC650, in particular the surface roughness of the workpiece. CC650 uncoated ceramic insert is useful in minimizing the cutting force components. Flank and crater wear of both cutting tools shown in figure 2.
Jenn-Tsong Horng et al. [7] conduct series of tests in order to investigate the machinability evaluation of Hadfield steel in the hard turning. The combined effects of four machining parameters, including cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut and tool corner radius, on the basis of two performance characteristics—flank wear (\(VB_{\text{max}}\)) and surface roughness (\(R_a\)), were investigated and the centered central composite design (CCD) and the analysis of variance (ANOVA) were employed. The quadratic model of RSM associated with the sequential approximation optimization (SAO) method was used to find optimum values of machining parameters. They conclude that the flank wear (\(VB_{\text{max}}\)) is influenced principally by the cutting speed factor and the interaction effect of feed rate with corner radius of tool with contribution of 43.08% and 12.84%, respectively. The cutting speed and tool corner radius with the contribution of 29.67% and 43.18% have statistic significance on the surface roughness (\(R_a\)).

Haci Saglam et al. [3], N. Fang [13] and Mustafa Gunay et al. [12] all of these researchers worked on the effect of rake angle on the cutting force with tool tip temperature, tool chip friction and main cutting force respectively.

Jozef Majerik et al. [8] done experimental investigation on the impact of the various applied values of cutting speeds while hard machining the material Hardox 500. The cutting speeds 55.7 m.min\(^{-1}\), 78.5 m.min\(^{-1}\) and 111 m.min\(^{-1}\) are investigated with variable parameters, whereas the cutting depth and feed rate are constant parameters. Achieved results of tool wear and achieved tool life are reported in the resulting graph, \(VB = f \text{ (time)}\). M. Belmonte et al. [10] analyses the effect of the cutting speed (\(v\)), feed (\(f\)) and depth of cut (\(d\)) in the cutting forces and found a clear relationship between tool forces, tool wear and workpiece surface finishing. The cutting forces evolution is investigated during the dry turning of sintered hardmetal (WC-25 wt.%Co) with chemical vapour deposition (CVD) diamond brazed tools. Flank tool wear, besides cratering on the rake tool face and hardmetal deposition on the tool surface, are the main damage modes of the cutting tools.

M. Cemal Cakir et al. [11] examines the effects of cutting parameters (cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut) onto the surface roughness through the mathematical model developed by using the data gathered from a series of turning experiments. The workpiece material machined was cold-work tool steel AISI P20. Of the two types of inserts employed; Insert 1 possesses a coating consisting of a TiCN underlayer, an intermediate layer of Al2O3 and a TiN outlayer, all deposited by CVD; Insert 2 is PVD coated with a thin TiAlN layer. The total average error of the model was determined to be 4.2% and 5.2% for Insert 1 and Insert 2, respectively; which proves the reliability of the equations established.

Anshuman Das et al. [1] compares the performances of uncoated carbide and coated cermet inserts. All the three input variables cutting speed, feed and depth of cut were ascertained to possess influence over workpiece surface temperature, feed, and radial force in case of uncoated carbide and cermet. Cerments exceeded the performance of carbides for flank wear, cutting force, and workpiece surface temperature, although carbides outperformed cermets concerning feed and radial force. The depth of cut was found to be the most vital, once feed and cutting forces were involved, whereas it had been true for radial force using carbides. Coated cermets experienced a lower cutting force, lower flank wear and lower workpiece surface temperature but higher radial force compared to uncoated carbides. Used inserts and their tool holders are shown in figure 3 and figure 4.

**Figure 3. Uncoated carbide with designated tool holder**

**Figure 4. Cermet insert and its tool holder**
W. Grzesik[18], L. B. Abhang et al.[9] and Ismail Lazoglu et al.[6] all have same subject of research. They all have carried out research on the tool-chip interface temperature with respect to different cutting parameters. R. M’Saoubi et al.[15] find that temperature of tool is reducing when going away from tip. And at a distance of approximately 2 mm from tip tool temperature drop about 400/450 °C compare to tool-chip interface temperature.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Most of research is carry out on alloy steels of different kind i.e. carbon steel, aluminum steel, hadfield steel. Research works for HARDOX500 is available for milling machine but very few research works are carried out for CNC turning machine. Process parameters which are mostly used as input parameters are cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut and noise radius. For Hard turning rake angle is very crucial. Negative rake angle is used for hard materials. Rake angle is not used much as input parameter in optimization modeling of hard turning.

Surface roughness used as an optimized parameter by most of researchers. Cutting force, Tool wear and MRR also considered as optimized parameter by many researchers. Temperature of cutting tool is taken as optimized parameter by very few researchers. Cutting power measured with the help of cutting force, it doesn’t measured directly with watt meter by many researchers. Taguchi orthogonal array is used as design of experiment by most of researchers so they can use input parameters at more levels with less number of experimental run. Full Factorial method is very easy and can give perfect result.
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